Opportunities with Vision 4 Wroughton

About Vision 4 Wroughton
Vision 4 Wroughton is a community group organising community events and environmental work in Wroughton and
maintaining Willow-Brook gardens. As a Community group we also comment on village affairs including Planning
issues.

Administration
About this opportunity
Vision 4 Wroughton can only operate because it is a constituted, recognised community group. This entails holding
an annual meeting, steering group meetings, having a proper constitution and policies that are regularly reviewed.
Anyone living or working in the village is eligible to come to any of our meetings, but only Steering group members
can vote at some meetings.
What are they looking for?
A number of people with a few hours to spare. Preferably able to attend regular meetings, but not essential, as we
have a need to improve our digital online presence. We also need people who can find and access grants that may
be available.
Practical considerations.
Access to the internet needed, an understanding of the organisation and how it functions.

Environment
About this opportunity
Occasional work parties carrying out environmental tasks around the village including Ashen copse, Kings Farm
wood, Black Horse woods and Common Farm.
What are they looking for?
Enthusiasm to work on environmental projects in small or large teams. Can be part of organising events or just turn
up on the dat. When working in a team most skills can be learnt.
Practical considerations.
Own tools an advantage but not essential. All levels of fitness can contribute not all tasks are physical. Knowledge of
the environment will be shared.

Future of the Village
About this opportunity
Working with organisations like “People of Wroughton” and responding to unwanted planning applications, road
and bus issues.
What are they looking for?
People to attend meetings and campaign on behalf of Vision 4 Wroughton
Practical considerations.
Ability to take forward the collective decisions of the group and progress them to a conclusion.

Village events
About this opportunity
Vision 4 Wroughton is involved in organising or helping with several village events; New Year’s Day walk, Wroughton
duck Race, Summer Picnic and Village Christmas tree.
What are they looking for?
Volunteers to get involved with organising these events; including venue, schedule, attractions, arranging first Aid
and insurance. On the day, stewards, assistance for stall holders, controle of finances and waste, adherence to
Health and Safety procedures.
Practical considerations.
Able to work with a team and communicate effectively, Ability to follow instructions, but on accessions think fast
and use own initiative, All levels of fitness can contribute not all tasks are physical

